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The Taliban's catastrophic year of rule

The Al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri was killed by the U.S. in a drone strike in Afghanistan on
August 2nd 2022. Al-Zawahiri, who is claimed to have been involved in the planning of the 9/11
attacks in the United States (US), remained a symbol of the group and always had strong ties with
Osama Bin Laden (CNN Politics). Since the US and Afghanistan are not in a state of war, the
killing of individuals in the Afghani Territory by US forces is a violation of international law. This is
because any killing orchestrated by any state without fair trial outside of an armed conflict is
unlawful. 

In Kabul, 21 people were killed, and 33 were injured on August 16th 2022, when a mosque was
bombed during prayer time. No group has publicly claimed responsibility, but it appears to be the
Salafist terrorist organisation IS-K. There has been a series of bombings in Afghanistan during the
last month, killing and injuring more than 250 people. The attacks seem to be directed at the
Taliban government and leaders. 

Human Rights Watch published a report about the Taliban’s catastrophic year of rule in
Afghanistan on August 11th 2022, marking the first anniversary of the Taliban Rule. According to
the Afghani researcher on Human rights Fereshta Abbasi, “the Afghan people are living a human
rights nightmare, victims of both Taliban cruelty and international apathy”. Afghanistan is facing
a hunger crisis, and women have been stripped of basic rights such as education. A further study
by Amnesty International reports hundreds of extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearance,
torture and arbitrary arrests.

Source: Business Recorder, Amnesty international, Human Rights Watch
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https://edition.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/joe-biden-counter-terrorism/index.html
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40193906/mosque-bombing-in-kabul
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/08/afghanistan-one-year-of-the-talibans-broken-promises-draconian-restrictions-and-violence/
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Pro-regime groups call for France to send dissidents back to Algeria
 
Amidst French President Emmanuel Macron's visit to Algeria, pro-government groups have called
on him to send Algerian dissidents back to Algeria. Pro-regime groups have accused dissident
refugees in France of association with terrorism and of being linked to money laundering
networks.
Pro-regime groups are accusing France of granting them asylum even though they are presented
as guilty of hiding behind false claims of defense of human rights and freedom of expression while
they destabilise Algeria. 
France did not express a favourable opinion in response to those requests.

Source: Morocco World News
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https://www.moroccoworldnews.com/2022/08/350929/macron-urged-to-repatriate-algerian-dissidents-ditch-morocco-ahead-of-algiers-visit
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No News
No news was recorded related to human rights. 

BAHRAIN
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Egypt to release 25 pretrial detainees

According to the Presidential Pardon Committee, Egypt will release 25 pretrial detainees.
On the 26th of April 2022, President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi’s decided to reactivate the Pardon
Committee. This is by human rights organisations seen as a positive step. Since then, human rights
organisations have sent lists of detainees and prisoners to the committee, encouraging their
release. The organisations have hoped that political detainees and prisoners would all be released
following the reactivation of the Presidential Pardon Committee. However, this is not the case,
although some pretrial political and economic activist detainees were released in April 2022. 

Source: AHRAM

Another Egyptian student, Salma Bahgat, has been murdered

Egyptian student Salma Bahgat, 20 years old, has been stabbed in the city of Zagazig. Egyptian
student Islam Mohamad is charged with murdering her. The prosecution states that Islam
Mohamad had been stalking and threatening Salma Bahgat after she and her family denied his
marriage proposal. 
Islam Mohamad has confessed to the murder, and five witnesses saw the defendant stab Salma
Bahgat many times, resulting in her immediate death. The public Prosecution has referred him to
Criminal Trial. 

This draws traces to the murders of Egyptian student Naira Ashraf and Jordanian student Iman
Rashid. All three murders happened within two months and were all happening in public,
reportedly after refusing marriage proposals.
Gender-based violence is a big issue in Egypt. In 2015 alone, nearly 8 million women were
subjected to violence in public, according to Egyptian authorities. 

Source: Egypt Independent; Africa News; Middle East Monitor

EGYPT

https://english.ahram.org.eg/News/465379.aspx
https://egyptindependent.com/salma-bahgats-murderer-referred-to-criminal-trial/
https://www.africanews.com/2022/06/28/egypt-death-sentence-for-students-murder-judicial-source/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20220810-egypt-outrage-over-second-murder-of-female-student-in-less-than-2-months/
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Tensions between Iran and Sweden 

Tensions have been present between Sweden and Iran since the detention of a former Iranian
official on war crimes charges in the 1980s. 

Iran arrested a Swedish citizen on July 30th 2022, on espionage charges. This arrest was seen as
a response to the sentence of life imprisonment imposed on Hamid Noury, which was handed
down by a Swedish court on the 14th of July 2022. The sentence of Hamid Noury was condemned
by Iran as politically motivated (Middle East Eye).

Iranian women allowed to a national league soccer game for the first time

Iran allows women to attend a national league soccer game in a rare move for the first time in
over 40 years by the end of August. 
In 2019 women were allowed for the first time in decades to watch an international game at Azadi
Stadium between Persepolis and Kashima Antlers of Japan in Tehran. 
In January 2022, over 2000 women watched the game between Iran and Iraq, which qualified
Iran for the world cup, while they were blocked from attending a game with Lebanon in Mashhad
in March 2022. An influential Friday prayer in Mashhad called the presence of women as
spectators in men’s sports competitions “vulgarity” (Al Arabiya).

IRAN

https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/iran-arrests-swedish-citizen-espionage-charges
https://english.alarabiya.net/News/middle-east/2022/08/25/Iran-allows-women-to-attend-Tehran-soccer-game
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Deadly clashes following a month of protesting

On July 30th, 2022, deadly clashes erupted in Bagdad after Muqtada Al-Sadr announced he
would quit politics, leaving 30 people dead and over 300 injured. The deadly fights are the peak
of a long build-up of tension between the two rival groups in Iraq.

Two rival protest camps were set up in Bagdad in front of the Parliament and the Supreme
Judicial Council in mid-August. These protests set up tents and demanded the formation of a
government ten months after the last elections and the dissolution of parliament. These camps
called for the end of corruption in the nation and led to the closure of the courts for several days. 

These camps were established near Baghdad’s high-security green zone by two rival groups, the
Shia and Sadrists. Al-Sadr’s party won the most seats in the last election of October 2021.
However, he was unable to form a government of his choosing that would exclude the powerful
Shia opposition, which is closely affiliated with Iran. Therefore, he ordered his legislators to all
resign in June, and that pushed the country into a political limbo ever since 

Sources: businessinsider, The Arab Weekly, Aljazeera
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https://www.businessinsider.com/why-deadly-violence-is-erupting-in-iraq-once-again-2022-8
https://thearabweekly.com/iraq-rival-protest-camps-dig-long-haul
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/8/29/al-sadr-withdraws-from-iraqi-politics-after-months-of-tensions
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Kuwait Health Ministry Restricts Pharmacy Management To Citizens

To regulate private pharmacies' work, the health ministry issued a decree limiting the
management of such facilities to Kuwaitis holding practice licences.

There has been a suspension of applications for practice licences for non-Kuwaitis, and the
operation of private pharmacies managed by non-Kuwaitis. 

Foreigners make up around 3.4 million of Kuwait's overall population, and as such, the number of
pharmacies' impact is unknown. 

This practice raises significant human rights concerns as it is clear discrimination based on
nationality – and limits the living standards of migrants in Kuwait.

Source: Gulf News

KUWAIT
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https://gulfnews.com/world/gulf/kuwait/licences-for-non-kuwaiti-pharmacists-halted-1.89973475
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Deadly clashes erupt 

At least 32 people have been killed in Libya and 159 injured in armed clashes starting on
Saturday, 27th of August 2022. 

The UN called for de-escalation and expressed its deep concern about the situation. Local media
were told by witnesses that a state of emergency had been declared throughout Tripoli in
anticipation of the violence before Saturday. 

Libya has been war-torn since the NATO-backed uprising against Muammar Gaddafi and split
between two rival militias. The Dbeibah government was supposed to govern the country for an
interim period as part of a peace process for national elections in December. However, the
eastern-based Parliament appointed Bashagha as a Prime Minister in March and awaits handing
over power from Dbeibah’s government. The latter rejected this call and insisted on handing
power over to a democratic government. 

UNHCR evacuates refugees from Libya

UNHCR evacuated 103 asylum seekers out of Libya to safety in Rwanda on August 18th, 2022,
where they will receive support from UNHCR. The group was made up of young children,
survivors of violence and women at risk who had been living in urban areas. As of August 2022,
Libya reported having rescued 13,168 asylum seekers and refugees. It is estimated that 2,706
refugees and asylum seekers are in detention centers in Libya 

Sources: Anadolu Agency, Middle East Monitor, Reliefweb
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https://www.aa.com.tr/en/world/un-says-elections-only-way-to-break-impasse-in-libya-amid-recent-clashes/2673098
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20220825-libyas-bashagha-demands-pm-dbeibah-to-hand-over-power-peacefully/
https://reliefweb.int/report/libya/unhcr-update-libya-23-august-2022-enar
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Occupation of Western Sahara continues 

While Morocco maintains its claims over Western Sahara, new countries are added to the list of
countries that do not recognise the sovereignty and independence of the region. Peru recently
stopped recognising the Polisario Front. This news was well received in Morocco, which continues
the occupation of Western Sahara.

The fight against Human Trafficking intensifies

Morocco has taken a joint initiative with the International Organization for Migration to combat
human trafficking. This cooperation attempts to train civil society members through online courses
to recognise human trafficking and find ways to combat it. The Ministry of Education manages this
initiative.
This is part of Morocco’s effort to combat the phenomenon. The authorities have made several
arrests and identified human trafficking cases in the past months. 

Source: medias24.com, Morocco World News

MOROCCO 

Photo: PIERRE-PHILIPPE MARCOU/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES 

https://www.moroccoworldnews.com/2022/08/350929/macron-urged-to-repatriate-algerian-dissidents-ditch-morocco-ahead-of-algiers-visit
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Human Rights NGO’s Raided

On the 19th of August, the Israeli Defence Force raided the offices of various human rights
organisations. The 7 NGOs raided have documented the countless Israeli human rights violations
on Palestinians, including the torture of detainees. 

The United States, in a press conference, confirmed that Israel had no valid justification for
raiding and destroying the offices of such organisations.

The Right to Water

Israel has a history of restricting water access to Palestine by destroying pipes, confiscating
water tanks and prohibiting the construction of wells – all in favour of ensuring such resources
for the settlers who live on occupied land. 

On the West Bank, Palestinians are forced to survive on 73 litters of water per day, which is well
below the standard set by the World Health Organisation.

The recent theft of water tanks from Palestinian villages in Masafer Yatta and the Jordan Valley
has exacerbated the already limited water supplies. 

This is a significant human rights concern when considering climate change's impacts on the
region.

44 Palestinians Were Killed, and 360 Were Injured During The Gaza Strikes

At the first weekend of August, the Palestinian Ministry of Health determined that Israel's attacks
killed 44 and injured 360 Palestinians, including 15 children. 

One example of such occurred on August 5th when Riyad Qaddoum, a 5-year-old Palestinian
child, was murdered by Israeli forces during the bombing of Gaza. 

This is a culmination of the brutal apartheid regime between Palestinians and Israelis. Palestinians
in Gaza live under a 15-year-long siege imposed by Israel, subjected to violence and limited
access to electricity, water and life-saving medical treatments. 

Source: TheImeu

PALESTINE

https://www.instagram.com/p/ChH5gf9LHxs/
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 FIFA and Qatar urged to compensate migrant workers

Human Rights Watch urges FIFA Qatar to compensate migrant workers working on projects for
World Cup 2022 in Qatar. They call for a “comprehensive remedy program for workers who
suffered serious harms, including deaths, injuries, and wage theft”. 

Several initiatives have been introduced in Qatar to combat human rights abuses after increasing
international media attention. These include the Labour Ministry’s Wage Protection System,
Labour Dispute Resolution Committees, Workers’ Support Fund, and the Supreme Committee’s
Universal Reimbursement Scheme. 
The Workers’ Support Fund has compensated 36,373 workers of 17 nationalities.
However, the majority has not received any justice for the abuses they suffered, and it is too late
for many. As of 2021, 6500 deaths of migrant workers had been registered, notably not
necessarily working for World Cup-related projects. The government is suspected of hiding many
more incidents of workers dying as it does not investigate the conditions of most deaths.
Currently, most of the deaths are young men who suffer sudden heart attacks, suggesting that
the inhumane working conditions continue in the heat and extreme working hours. 
Furthermore, human rights abuses of migrant workers in Qatar are continuously reported and
criticised. 

Sources: Human Rights Watch; AP News; Amnesty International
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https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/08/12/fifa/qatar-commit-compensate-abused-migrant-workers
https://apnews.com/article/soccer-sports-lebanon-middle-east-37aac042169bc0370f7338ecc05ef9a5
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2021/08/qatar-failure-to-investigate-migrant-worker-deaths-leaves-families-in-despair/
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Constitutional turmoil and the threat of dictatorship are present in Tunisia

Tunisia is still in a constitutional crisis. The constitution approved last month is still strongly
criticised, and human rights groups and pro-democracy groups are calling for civil society actors
to mobilise. Indeed, the new constitution offers Kais Saeid hyper-presidentially with greatly
diminished, if not non-existent, checks and balances on his power. This concentration of power in
the hands of one man recalls the dark days of the Ben Ali era, and it raises the specter of
dictatorship in Tunisian society by directly threatening the still fragile and newly established
democracy. Tunisia’s last chance at creating a solid opposition to Saeid’s authoritarian ambition is
the strengthening and restructuring of Ennahdah, the only political party able to gather enough
support to weigh in the public debate. 

Source: Al Jazeera
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Civilians at risk as Turkey plans military operations in Northern Syria

 President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan continues to plan military operations in Northern Syria. He
announced the plans for the incursions in May 2022. Especially the cities of Tel Rifaat and Manbij
in Aleppo governorate, both controlled under the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) and
are targets of Turkish incursion plans. 
Turkey has led military operations in northern Syria four times in 2016-17, 2018, 2019, and 2020,
reportedly to fight back ISIS from the borders and to fight against the perceived threat of
Kurdish expansion. 
The former operations have harmed civilians and displaced more than 200.000 in the October
2019 operation alone.  

Source: Human Rights Watch; Human Rights watch; Daily Sabah; Reliefweb
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https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/08/17/questions-and-answers-turkeys-threatened-incursion-northern-syria#Q2
https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/08/17/turkey/syria-civilians-risk-northern-syria
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/war-on-terror/turkey-will-clear-last-terror-nests-in-syria-erdogan-says
https://reliefweb.int/report/syrian-arab-republic/displacement-and-despair-turkish-invasion-northeast-syria
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Torture allegations for two Bahraini sentenced to death

The United Nations again strongly criticised Saudi justice, which recently denounced the death
sentences of two Bahraini nationals. The UN underlines the lack of a fair trial due to forced
confessions made under torture. 
The two men are accused of terrorism, but according to the UN, the investigations in their cases
are flawed, and the two detainees have not voluntarily confessed. Both detainees were able to
communicate with families and lawyers and reported physical and psychological abuses. The UN
has asked Saudi Arabia to delay its execution and investigate torture claims.

Source: Middle East Eye

SAUDI ARABIA

Photo: Gulf Center for Human Rights 
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Violence and natural disaster

South Sudan executed four rebels deported from Sudan in an extrajudicial killing on August 7th
2022. The leader of the South Sudan People’s Movement/ Army (SSPM/A) condemned the
execution of the officers as an act that violates humanitarian and international law. The unarmed
officers were not taken into custody and brought to the capital of the country for due process
and to define the nature of the alleged crimes ().

On August 12th 2022, a joint Sudanese-Libyan patrol found 20 bodies in the desert between the
two countries and was able to rescue eight people alive. The eight people rescued are Sudanese
irregular migrants trying to cross to Libya ().

Sudan is suffering from extensive tribal clashes that left at least 105 people dead in Sudan’s Blue
Nile state last month alone. Each side blames the other one for starting the violence. The latest
violence is the culmination of long-simmering ethnic tensions between rival groups such as Hausa
and Barta.

Due to heavy rains and flooding, a total number of 89 people have lost their lives in the last month
in Sudan. 500 000 homes have been completely or partially destroyed across the country.

Sources:Sudan Tribune, Anadolu Agency, Africanews, Reliefweb
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https://sudantribune.com/article262520/
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/africa/sudanese-libyan-patrol-finds-20-bodies-rescues-8-surviving-irregular-immigrants/2660156
https://www.africanews.com/2022/08/26/sudanese-families-flee-tribal-conflict/
https://reliefweb.int/report/sudan/death-toll-sudan-floods-rises-89-saudi-arabia-and-usa-send-aid
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An American journalist in Syrian Jails 

The US claims to be confident that the Syrian regime is holding Americans like the journalist Austin
Tice, who disappeared ten years ago. Syria denies the US accusations.
The talks between the two countries for releasing the journalist are still ongoing. American
diplomacy relies heavily on its regional allies such as Jordan, Lebanon, and the UAE to also
engage in talks with the Syrian regime to facilitate the release of Austin Tice. 

 
 

Syrian Refugees’ uncertain situation worsens

The situation of Syrian refugees in Jordan and Lebanon is critical and uncertain. Canada’s
Minister for International Development has announced that the country is not yet secure enough
to launch the process of the return of refugees.

In Lebanon, a plan for the return of Syrian refugees had been put in place to return 15,000
refugees annually. Even though the international community and regional human rights defenders
strongly oppose this plan, President Michel Aoun has said that Lebanon will pursue it. 

In Jordan, the UN is facing a cut in funding and has therefore decided to cut food aid to Syrian
refugees. This decision is a direct consequence of the war in Ukraine and the need for the UN
world food program to redistribute its resources.
The situation in Jordan is expected to be critical as the reduction in aid will affect 350,000
refugees living outside the two refugee camps in Zaatari and Azraq.

Source: Middel East Eye, syriahr.com

SYRIA
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https://www.syriahr.com/en/263991/
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Migrant Workers targeted by UAE Authorities

The treatment of migrants in the UAE has been a topic of recent discussion among the
International Community. 

More than 300 Ghanaians have recently been stranded in the UAE after allegedly being recruited
by fake agencies. 

These individuals are vulnerable to arrest by Emirati authorities and deportation. The treatment of
migrants in the UAE is often criticised as law enforcement agencies target them. 

Ghana has been collaborating with the UAE government to ensure the safety of its citizens and to
organise evacuations for all Ghanaians living legally in the country. 

New Resolution To Safeguard Employee Rights In The Private Sector

The UAE Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation has passed a resolution regarding an
employee protection insurance scheme and bank guarantees in the private sector. 

The insurance scheme entails a 30-month policy paid by high-risk establishments not registered
with the wages protection system.

The policy will last 120 working days, and coverage includes the end-of-service gratuity,
expenses of returning the worker to their home country and compensations for the costs of the
worker's deaths. 

Where the employer cannot fulfil the rights and entitlements, the insurance will cover such.
This resolution is a part of initiatives to preserve workers' rights by the UAE government. 

Source: Business & Human Rights Resource Centre

UAE
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https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/latest-news/uae-300-stranded-ghanians-facing-arrest-deportation-allegedly-recruited-by-fake-agencies-to-be-evacuated-by-their-govt/
https://www.icfuae.org.uk/research-and-publications-briefings/political-prisoners-united-arab-emirates
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Actress Intisar Al-Hammadi is facing beatings and harassment in prison

Actress and model Intisar Abdulrahman Al-Hammadi is facing ill-treatment in prison. Recent
beatings have been confirmed, and earlier in her prison sentence, she has faced racial verbal
abuse, beatings, shaving off her hair and solitary confinement. 
Al-Hammadi received a 5-year sentence on November 8, 2021, for alleged prostitution and drug
use. The latter is based on her use of Qat (Khat), which is widespread in Yemen. Although WHO
has classified qat as a drug, it is a legal substance in Yemen by national law. 
The Gulf Centre has described the Human Rights (GCHR) charges as false and undocumented.
The trial did not live up to international standards of a fair trial, as the defence team never
received the case, and a written verdict for the court records was never submitted. 
The ill-treatment is reported to have harmed Al-Hammadi’s mental health severely. 

Source: GCHR 

Ceasefire Extended in Yemen

According to the United Nations, a ceasefire between the warring parties has yet again been
extended for another two months. This is the third extension, and after the four-month ceasefire
expires, the extension might bring some relief and hope of longer-lasting peace.
However, despite the ceasefire, both parties have been accused of breaking it, and Yemen is still
experiencing extreme poverty and hunger. Yemen is now the poorest country in the region, and
almost 80 per cent of the population needs humanitarian assistance. 
The conflict between the internationally recognised government, supported by a Saudi-led
military coalition, and the Houthi rebels supported by Iran, has caused further poverty in the
country. The war in Ukraine has further worsened the conditions of the Yemeni people. 

Source: The Guardian; Council on Foreign Relations
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https://www.gc4hr.org/news/view/3078
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/04/yemen-warring-parties-agree-to-extend-ceasefire-by-a-further-two-months
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/yemen-crisis?fbclid=IwAR0aicCp_3PZnd8ollxAJnHT6hu7MXtNal1Vxkn_xEG_n2SelpYfa9kZ7oE#:~:text=The%20seven%2Dyear%2Dold%20conflict,disease%2C%20and%20attacks%20on%20civilians


Activists and Journalists operating in Jordan are subject to restrictions on the
freedom of expression

Freedom of expression is a constitutionally enshrined right in Jordan. However, the operation of
the Public Security Directorate circumvents its effectiveness in protecting the “prestige” of the
state.

Sumaya Abu Nabaa; Jordanian Human Rights Defender Detained In Amman

In July 2022, the North Amman Court extended the detention of Sumaya Abu Nabaa until this
month. Lawyer Malik Abu Orabik detailed how the activists' hands and feet were tied while she
was before the court. 

Abu Nabaa was detained on charges of spreading false news that undermined the Jordanian
state's prestige. Her arrest is directly linked to the post published on social media regarding the
murder of 21-year-old nursing student Iman Rashid whilst the Applied Sciences Private University
campus. 

The Jordanian Public Security Directorate prohibited any publication on the case whilst the case
was still ongoing. This arrest has re-ignited calls to lift domestic restrictions on the freedom of the
opinion of expression as it violates international human rights law and the Jordanian constitution. 
Article 15 of the Jordanian constitution protects freedom of expression and opinion, and it is
enshrined under article 19 of the Universal declaration of human rights. Since her arrest, Abu
Nabaa has been on an open-ended hunger strike drawing attention to the treatment of women
prisoners in Jordan. 

Restrictions On The Freedom of Expression – Journalist Adan Al-Rousan
Arrested
 
Prominent journalist Adan Al-Rousan has been detained for critical online posts which allegedly
violated Jordanian Cybercrime Law. On August 15, 2022, Al-Rousan was arrested by security
personnel in response to his Facebook post criticising the Jordanian government. “Jordan isn’t
your property, it’s for us Jordanians.” It is alleged that his Facebook posts violated Jordanian
cybercrime law as they were insults to Jordan and were “offensive to the national approach and
fabric and insulting the cohesion of Jordanian society and state institutions”. The most recent
posts were directed at King Abdullah II regarding the living standards of Jordanians. The
Committee of The Protection of Journalists has not been able to determine whether Al-Rousan has
been charged yet.   

Sources: Gulf Centre for Human Rights, Skeyes, The Global Network Defending and Promoting
Free Expression
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https://www.gc4hr.org/news/view/3080
https://www.skeyesmedia.org/en/News/News/02-08-2022/10189
https://ifex.org/jordan-call-for-freedom-for-activist-sumaya-abu-nabaa/
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Sustainable E-Platform for the Disabled Launched

“Qadiroon”, the first Omani electronic platform for people with disabilities launched. 
The platform hosts 100 sustainable projects, dedicating specialised sales outlets for all product
types that interest people with disabilities. The platform aims to empower people with disabilities
in the field of entrepreneurship. 

Source: Muscat Daily
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https://www.muscatdaily.com/2022/08/18/the-first-electronic-platform-for-people-with-disabilities-qadiroon-was-launch-the-platform-hosts-100-sustainable-projects-and-it-aims-at-dedicating-specialised-outlets-for-shopping-and-direct-elec/


Lebanese migrant workers

Lebanon is still undergoing an unprecedented economic crisis, making meeting the population’s
fundamental rights increasingly challenging. Poverty affects nearly 80% of the population, and an
increasing number of people are forced to leave the country. Lebanon is not spared by the
general inflation caused by the war in Ukraine. Prices have risen sharply, and the local currency is
constantly being devalued. As a result, migrating has become, for many, the only option to avoid
starvation and hope to find a job and send dollars back home to help their families survive.

The phenomenon of migration does not only affect the Lebanese. Indeed Syrians and Palestinians
who lived in Lebanon and already had a lower social status than Lebanese also fled Lebanon
hoping to find a better economic situation elsewhere. However, they often have fewer financial
means and are forced to risk their lives at sea to reach the European coasts.

Source: Arab News

LEBANON
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https://www.arabnews.com/node/2148081/middle-east
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